OUR MISSION…
Is to provide our Clients with creative, beautiful and functional designs while offering individualized attention to their needs and
desires with an excellent value, and unparalleled service throughout the renovation process.

CABINETRY DESIGN AGREEMENT…
The entire staff is pleased you are considering The Kitchen & Bath Showroom (TKBS) for your cabinetry project. Being an
independent design firm and authorized dealer of several well-known, & high-quality cabinet manufacturers, we offer unique
designs that reflect a seamless blend of creativity, beauty, and function for today’s demanding spaces. We welcome you to our
website www.theshowroomtx.com to view our sampling of recent projects, and to learn about our expertise in designing Kitchens,
Baths, Counter tops, and Construction services.
1.

Consultation: The first step is in the Showroom to discuss your ideas, wishes, and style and review architectural

plans/sketches, measurements, and/or current photos of your space. This is an appropriate time to view magazines or
online photos to help the designer better understand and reach your goal.
2.

Measure Fee: Non-refundable initial fee to measure walls and take detail information from customer to insure cabinet cost
and fit. A 3D rendering may be supplied with a cabinet quote. Cabinets may be ordered at this time if needed. This is not a
"Design Fee". After receiving your quote if you wish to move forward with more detailed design work then a "Design Fee"
would be charged. Your Design Fee is applied to the cabinet purchase

3. Design Fee: The Showroom requests a Design deposit to begin this step. Fees are based on the size of the project and
design. This step provides the Client a dimensional plan layout that includes floor plan, elevation, cabinet legend and 3D
drawings. Here the client can make up to two revisions to the plan.

Your design fee is applied to your cabinetry purchase. Additional fees may apply depending on number of revisions and
time required to finalize the design. Additional items we can accommodate services for include: Cabinet hardware,
Counter tops, Back splashes, Plumbing, Lighting, Electrical plans, Flooring, Architectural changes to rooms (limited basis).
Small Kitchen ($500) Medium Kitchen ($750) Large Kitchen ($1500) Complete House (custom quote)
Client to provide all new appliance model numbers to designer.
4.

Review: This step is to view the designs and make changes if necessary. Quotes will be generated based on cabinet line
choices made in Step 2.
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